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Two Niles to
Sing a Melody
How the political pendulum of post-colonial Sudan nurtured
and killed one of the most beloved music eras in Africa.
Written by Vik Sohonie | Edited by Manish Melwani

“In Sudan, the political and cultural are inseparable”
A confluence of cool, crisp December winds
meet in Sudan’s capital, Khartoum, much like
its two rivers — the Blue and White Niles — that
bracket the city. Today, I’m crossing the Victory
Bridge to Omdurman, the old capital.
A hub for the arts for decades, where nationally
adored poets, composers and singers conjured
game-changing musical ideas in cramped
spaces over many cups of sweet black tea,
Omdurman is still where Sudan’s first love —
music — fights hard for its place in an everchanging, politically volatile country.
To stroll through the old capital is to walk
through time. Nearing the Al Mawrada
neighborhood where wedding season is in full
swing, large halls and open air performance
spaces, free to the public, offer a small but
palpable window into the Sudan of old, when
roving sound systems and ubiquitous bands
and orchestras kept Khartoum’s sharply
dressed youth on their feet.
Tantalizing hints of sound tease the curious
ear, humming through the crevices of old
buildings, holding their own against the
streets’ cacophony. They capture the full range
of expression from all corners of what was once
Africa’s largest country.
Tonight, an eight-piece Fulani band from
western Sudan plays keenly arranged balafon
music, akin to music in Mali and Guinea, as
part of a concert for the disabled. Everyone’s
invited. In keeping with the sacrosanct pillars
of Sudanese hospitality, sweet drinks and
even sweeter food are laid out for guests. Just
a short walk down, spiritual Nubian rhythms
and chants from the north create a woozy
atmosphere. Next door, the big wedding
of the day has Salah Ben Al Badia, a classic
singer from Khartoum’s pantheon of artists,
performing the hits of his heyday with a full
violin and synthesizer orchestra not often
found these days.
It’s 2017, but the lavish spread of sounds on
offer are reminiscent of an earlier era: a time
when Sudanese music captured the hearts and

minds of much of post-colonial Africa and the
Middle East.
“The ’60s and ‘70s were the best, best,” said
Reda Hassan Al Ashi. He was a young man in
those prosperous times, from a well-known
family that ran a successful building material
and import business. Like so many others back
then, he reveled in the swinging city.

“Music was everywhere.”
“The tea ladies and street food falafel guys,”
he continued, “would have little transistor
radios or little tape recorders playing music
throughout the day.” The ubiquity of sounds
can no longer be heard.
Almost every artist, in music or theater, holds
Sudan in the ‘70s as an era of immense
promise. But, “In Sudan,” said Dr. Mohamed
Abu Sabib, a scholar in Khartoum, “the political
and cultural are inseparable.”
Colonization by the Ottomans, the Egyptians,
and the British, the concentration of political
power in Khartoum at the expense of the
rest of the country, and an economy badly
tampered with by external powers have
condemned Sudan to perpetual political
dysfunction, with highs and lows that directly
affected the arts. The highs, under leadership
that protected and promoted music, helped
give birth to one of the richest music scenes
anywhere in the world. The lows, under
hardline religious leaders, were defined by
regressive edicts, censored lyrics, and burned
recordings. It almost killed music entirely, and,
in some tragic instances, musicians as well.
One of the most prolific recording industries—not
just in Africa or the Global South, but the entire
world—had been constrained from strutting its
auditory heritage on the global stage.
In 1969, charismatic 39-year-old army colonel
Gafaar Muhammad Nimeiry seized power in
Sudan’s first coup, setting a dangerous precedent.
Nimeiry was a Nasserite — a staunch believer in
the decolonizing project of Egypt’s relentlessly
popular Gamal Abdel Nasser. Nimeiry attracted

the educated, the professionals, and the
progressives. He, like many iconic post-colonial
leaders in 1970s Africa, maintained close
ties to artistic royalty, fostering a conducive
environment for authentic, unfettered
expressions of culture, and the modern
industry it needed to thrive. Nasser stayed
close to famed singers like Oum Khalthoum.
Nimeiry followed suit.
His government organized music festivals and
cultural exhibitions, where new talent competed,
established talent celebrated, and the likes
of Louis Armstrong were invited. (During the
Cold War, the U.S. government dispatched
mostly black Jazz musicians to Africa to combat
a Soviet information campaign highlighting
American racism. Supported to the hilt, money
and resources flowed flowed into Sudan’s music
industry, and a glut of private labels captured the
soundtrack of a beloved decade. Nimeiry literally
kept a direct line to the musician community.
“If we ever had a problem, we could just make
one phone call to Nimeiry,” said Abdel El Aziz
Mubarak, dressed in traditional Sudanese robes,
a far cry from the three-piece velvet beige suits
and fat gleaming red ties he once wore on stage.
A live recording of his concert in London in the
1990s murmured through tattered speakers

as he ashed an over smoked cigarette into his
empty tea cup. Mubarak spoke fondly of Nimeiry
from his vantage point as a famous singer, one
of a handful who toured Europe and Japan. The
central photo on his living room shelf shows
him in his twenties wearing a checkered suit,
gleefully shaking Nimeiry’s hand.
Indeed, Sudanese music was always at work,
slowly building its repertoire of melodies and
poems decades prior. Known as the Haqiba
period — named after the suitcase of 1930s
recordings traveling from Cairo to Khartoum
— it was the basis of all Sudanese music, the
foundation on which successive generations
of musicians would draw from to shape their
life’s work. But the golden generation was
oxygenated by Nimeiry.
“The time of Nimeiry was really beautiful,” said
Abdullah Abdelkader, whose haunting style
brought the Haqiba repertoire into the 1970s.
“Art was prosperous.”
“Till now we didn’t get to do what we did in
Nimeiry’s time,” he said as a jet ski skirts by our
table at a docked boat cafe on the banks of the
Blue Nile. He wore an all white Nehru-collar suit
with gold buttons and gestured with a bent left
hand motioning to the past.

Abdelkader was first spotted by Nimeiry when
the state opened a theater in the singer’s
hometown of Kassala in 1973. He made a direct
recommendation to the minister of culture
at the time, Omar Hadj Moussa, to recruit
Abdelkader to the prestigious National Troupe of
Folk Arts, which traveled the world showcasing
Sudanese culture.
In fact, several theaters and concert halls at
the time were built by China and North Korea.
Post-colonial Africa, overwhelmingly bent
towards socialism after centuries of extractive
capitalism, built strong alliances in particular
with North Korea, which backed independence
movements across the continent. As in Somalia,
where Pyongyang’s national orchestras and
music troupes trained musicians, North Korean
technical instruction left its mark on the
refinement of Sudanese music.
Nimeiry was not purely a benevolent actor or
a blind ideologue, but a shrewd politician who
knew how to command popularity through
tangible support for the arts to thwart his many
political foes from seizing power. As he grew
paranoid, his patronage became strategic.
What took hold in his era became the signature
sound of Khartoum: multi-instrumental
orchestras stroking violins and stretching
accordions in a perfectly arranged synchronicity
not pioneered elsewhere. Rhythm, bass, and
electric guitars jangled in the shadows. The
measured, profound ancient rhythms of Nubia
and the 20th century tum-tum beat kept
everything afloat and the sound addictive.
Sudanese jazz bands that drew from American
jazz and blues produced a healthy catalog
and audience for their sound, but it was the
violin orchestras helmed by enigmatic singers
— notably, Saied Khalifa, Mohamed El Amin,
Elkashif, Khojali Osman, Zaidan Ibrahim, Osman
Hussein, Osman as-Shafee, Ibrahim Awad, and
the Al-Balabil sisters, to name only a few — that
earned Sudan regal status in Africa. Indeed,
Sudanese products like sandalwood and
barkhoud, a potent house scent of oud wood
mixed with spices, still have a good reputation
in the Horn of Africa. But Brand Sudan was built
by music, its greatest ever export.
It explains why today, larger stockpiles and
collections of Sudanese cassettes (mostly
manufactured in Singapore at the time) are
often more readily available in Egypt, Djibouti,
Eritrea, Somaliland, Ethiopia, and the Persian
Gulf States, than in Sudan itself.

Abdel El Aziz Al Mubarak meets with President Gafaar Muhammed Nimeiry in 1970
(Photo courtesy of Abdel El Aziz Al Mubarak)

Of all of Sudan’s famous stars, none typifies the
regard in which the country was held throughout
the continent than the iconic Mohammed Wardi,

poet, composer, singer, revolutionary, and
national treasure.
The world knows Nigeria’s Fela Kuti, his
continued impact, his message, his politics, and
what he continues to represent. Yet Wardi and
Kuti’s vision and status were identical.
In late 2016, I met with Djibouti’s director of
Les Palais du Peuple (Palace of the People),
Omar Said Bileh. While discussing Somali and
Afar music as Phil Collins played on his phone,
the conversation gradually grew to East African
music culture at large. When I asked if he
enjoyed Wardi’s music, he silenced his phone,
adjusted his glasses, put his hands into the
heavens and said, “Wardi!”, in a tone as if to
imply that we mere mortals have no business
speaking so casually about a man deified across
much of Africa and the Arabic speaking world.
“He was the last king of Nubia,” said Wardi’s son,
Abdulwahab.
“When he died, I called him the Nile. Nobody
can take the Nile away from the Sudanese
people. It is for every Sudanese person. The
other Nile is Mohammed Wardi.”
Abdulwahab emotionally continued: “He is the
singer of the Sudanese people — the left and the
right, the educated and the illiterate, the laborer,
the farmer, everybody.”
He recalls one exemplary story. In the late ’70’s,
a man from a remote village in Mali showed
up at Mohammed Wardi’s office in Khartoum,
claiming to have traveled by foot for months
along the Sahel from Mali to Sudan. The man
said the father of the woman he wanted to
marry would only allow it if he brought him
an autographed cassette tape of Wardi’s songs
and a picture with him. Abdulwahab told the
man that his father was in Cairo at the time
and gave him a phone number. A train and
boat ride later, the Malian man met Wardi in
the Egyptian capital, explained the purpose of
his journey and was handed a signed cassette,
a photograph, and a flight ticket back home.
Abdulwahab said they later learned that the
marriage was allowed.
Wardi once performed at a sold out 60,000
capacity stadium in Yaounde, Cameroon, to a
Francophone crowd more infatuated with his
voice and character than the content of his
Arabic lyrics.
“My father was loved in West Africa, East Africa,
the middle of Africa,” said Abdulwahab. “He
represents the spirit of the civilization in Sudan.”
Wardi was a member of the Communist Party,
then the largest in Africa. His first political
awakening occurred when Sudan allowed Egypt
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“Listen, there are two personalities,” Abduwahab
explains, “two characters, two people: one in
Lebanon, one in Sudan.”
“In Lebanon, during the civil war, when two
parties were fighting, when they listened to
[legendary singer] Fairouz, they don’t talk. They
listen. Both parties are fighting, but when these
two sing, both parties listen.”
The Communist Party was relegated to the
fringes after sponsoring a failed coup in 1971
against Nimeiry. Sudan’s music and buzzing
concert life were unaffected, but political
fragmentation allowed hardline Islamist
elements to begin establishing themselves
in the mainstream. They were often led by
Western-educated professionals, like Hassan
Al Turabi, an alumni of the Sorbonne in Paris.
His Islamic Charter Front was the Sudanese
affiliate of the Muslim Brotherhood. By 1979, he
was appointed minister of justice in Nimeiry’s
government, and had the president’s ear.
Sensing the changes around him and the
gathering pace of fundamentalist Islam, Nimeiry
adjusted his sails and drastically reoriented his
worldview from Nasserism to Turabi’s extreme
vision of a Sudan governed by Sharia Law.
In September of 1983, Nimeiry passed the
September Laws, an edict that made public
floggings, amputations, and hangings
commonplace for mere slights. A daily program
on National Television at 9 PM would out
people caught in gambling dens, brothels,
and bars. Thousands of alcohol bottles would
be steamrolled on the banks of the Nile.
Production of Camel Beer, a lager famed for
its crisp taste courtesy of fresh Nile water,
ended. Nightlife perished and retreated to the
expatriate oases of the Greek, Armenian, and
American Clubs, making music exclusively
the privilege of the wealthy and foreign. Song
lyrics were sanitized and could no longer speak
of women. Government-backed goons would
burn stacks of recorded music. The ecosystem
which sustained the arts deteriorated, and
private record labels folded.
Significantly, the first wave of Islamization
coincided with a complete collapse of Sudan’s
currency. The International Monetary Fund and
World Bank’s loans and structural adjustment
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programs had left the economy in tatters and
impossibly indebted. This era of neocolonialism
by Western financial power swept Africa. The
story of strong, sovereign economies being laid
to waste in the austere world of Ronald Reagan
and Margaret Thatcher is depressingly common
in virtually every African country.
Wardi was one of the first musicians to leave
Sudan. “Even the personal freedom that was
there, being valued as people, this was gone,”
said Abdulwahab. “It was an oppressive regime.
He left and he sent songs for revolution from
the outside.”
The worst was yet to come. A coup toppled
Nimeiry in 1986, ushering a three year hiatus of
Sharia Law and its punitive penalties. By 1989,
Omar Al Bashir, Sudan’s current leader, guided
by Turabi’s Islamists, took power. The early 1990s
aggressively targeted music and musicians than
ever before.
“If you want to make war on people,” said Al
Ashi, “you can deprive them of their music, and
it’s almost as bad as incarcerating them.”
Songs were outright banned, unless they
glorified Islam or the war against the south.
“They just made [South Sudanese] look like
animals and treated them like animals,” said
Tamador Sheikh Eldin Gibreel, once a famous
poet, actress, and comedian in Sudan who
fled the country in 1992 after Bashir’s security
services interrogated her for a comedic play
critical of his reign.
“They tortured us. They made us feel like we
were insects or animals, like we were sinners.
They made us look in the minds of the people
like we are the fanatics, and not them. I’m
talking about ‘us’ as artists, people who are
popular. It was painful.”
Elite musicians fled in numbers. Abdel El Aziz
Al Mubarak resettled in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
Many moved to the United States and Europe,
but it was in Cairo that most artists found a safe
space. In response to an assassination attempt
on Egypt’s President Hosni Mubarak at an
Organization of African Unity summit in Addis
Ababa in 1995, which Egypt blamed solely on
Turabi, Cairo was opened to Sudanese dissidents
and political refugees.
Those that stayed paid the price, particularly
women. Hanan Bulu Bulu, then a young,
budding singer whose career started in the brief
interim of renewed expression between Nimeiry
and Bashir, did not initially join her colleagues
in Cairo. Her racy onstage performances irked
the hardliners. She was imprisoned. Some

say she was badly beaten. When we met Bulu
Bulu at her lavish home, replete with bright
gold throne-like chairs and a tapestry of
ornaments and carpets, she chose her words
carefully. Her a reticent demeanor and soft tone,
uncharacteristic of her time as a singer, hints
at a past trauma. She wore a series of henna
designs on her arms, rich dark eyeliner, and a
powerful oud perfume.
“I ran into many problems with the authorities,”
she said, “and had to answer for summons in
different parts of the country and was subject to
several arrests.” She eventually left for Cairo.
Bulu Bulu was perhaps lucky to walk away alive.
Some musicians were violently murdered.
The killing that shocked the country was of
Khojali Osman, a widely loved singer whose
commanding voice and cheeky smile endeared
him to not only Sudanese audiences, but those
in Eritrea and across the Middle East as well.
“He was very funny, very witty,” said Osman’s
son, Shihab. “He always had a joke. Even at the
musicians union, they called him the ‘fruit of
the union.’ ”
For Shihab, his father’s killing could not have
been motivated by individual politics. “He had
his own political views — we know that — but he
never talked about them. He did not belong to
any political party. Never.”
On November 10, 1994, as Osman joked with
fellow musicians at the musicians union in
Omdurman, a burly man named Suleiman
Adam Musa, a known extremist, approached
him, asked his name, and stabbed him
numerous times as well as fellow singer Abdel
Gadir Salim, who survived. Those around them
tried to help but Musa was too strong. Osman
died in the ambulance.

Disagreement still lingers whether
Osman’smurder was a targeted government
assassination or the inevitable byproduct of
a toxic environment empowering the most
fanatical. Speculation remains rife that Musa’s
original target was Wardi, an unabashed
opponent of the regime, since Osman, as his
son Shihab stressed, did not take any political
sides nor did he express his views in his songs.
But Wardi was in London at the time, and Musa
perhaps sought a new victim.
Shortly after Osman’s death, Wardi said in
an interview in London that he believed
Osman’s killing was a direct consequence of
government policy.
“The Imam’s main sermon from the Friday
prayers at the Central Mosque is televised
throughout Sudan,” he told the New
Internationalist Magazine.
“A week before the attack, this sermon
condemned music and musicians as haram.
It is the government that directly controls the
contents of the sermon. We know that there
had already been a great deal of debate in
government circles about music and Islam. A
ban on men and women dancing together was
already in place. The ground was well prepared
for such an attack.”
Despite a full police investigation, Musa was
declared insane and served no sentence. Shihab
believes his father’s killer still roams free today.
A year after Osman’s murder, a power struggle
ensued between Turabi and Bashir, changing
the direction of political Islam in Sudan. Bashir
disapproved of Turabi’s open invitation to global
fugitives like Osama Bin Laden and Carlos the
Jackal, which isolated Sudan, and Turabi, once
an unwavering ally of Bashir, turned on the
president for allowing foreign armies in the

Khojali Osman and a friend in Khartoum, 1972
(Photo courtesy of Shihab Khojali Osman)

to build the Aswan High Dam on the Nile in 1964,
flooding his home town on Halfa by Lake Nubia.
Wardi’s political activism peaked with his music
career. Many of his works became national songs,
used at rallies and days of national celebration.
And while he sought a more just Sudan through
his burgeoning political influence, his music was
also the great pacifier.

country. Bashir slightly eased the dictates of
Turabi’s interpretation of Sharia Law, partially
lifting the restrictions on songwriting and music
production. But his newfound leniency applied
only to the capital; his wars in the south and
Darfur remained gruesome.
By 1995, the first record company opened after
nearly a decade devoid of private investment
in music. Hassad Records, owned by Mohamed
Hassad, recorded their catalog in Cairo and
imported the cassettes back to Sudan. African
countries that craved Sudanese music were
thrilled, and demand stood strong. Hassad
told me his cassettes sometimes sold more in
Cameroon and Nigeria than at home.
U.S. government sanctions were imposed in
1997, coinciding with the return of Sudan’s
national hero, Wardi. Arriving at Khartoum
airport from Cairo, thousands upon thousands
rushed to welcome him home. Despite his
unwavering anti-government position, his
stature meant Bashir’s men could not lay a hand
on him.

“He came as an artist, he came as a celebrity, he
came to see his audience,” said Abdulwahab.
That same year, Wardi recorded the album, “Al
Mursal,” the biggest selling album ever in Sudan
and the most widely exported Sudanese cassette
to neighboring countries, until now. Copies can
still be found in markets across the Horn.
Yet, no amount of album sales, prodigal returns,
or private financing could fully resuscitate a
prolific music industry strangled by over a
decade of hostility and regressive policies.
Today, a new generation of artists, in the
diaspora and at home, continue to draw from
Haqiba traditions to shift the spotlight from
classic legends to worldly youth.
Erstwhile masters of their art form share a range
of fates, from lavish to destitute.
Weddings are the last bastion for the old
guard. Kamal Tarbas, the controversial but
undoubtedly famous singer who nurtured Bulu
Bulu’s career, commands upwards of 5,000

Note From Co-Compiler
Tamador Sheikh Eldin Gibreel
As told by Tamador Sheikh Eldin Gibreel
Interview and Transcription by Vik Sohonie

My name is Tamador Gibreel. In Sudan I was
known as Tamador Sheikh Eldin. I was an actress.
I was born in a big family and my father was an
educator. He was very helpful and supportive of
our talents. That’s what he did in school. He was
a high school principle. He use to encourage the
students to do talent shows and performances
and theater. When the audience came to pay
money, we used this money to pay the school.
So we grew up seeing these things. We are a big
family, we are 19.
Encouraging talent is one thing, but being a
Sudanese woman is another thing. Because when
I wanted to go and become an actress and study
theater, my father was not happy with that, because
I was good at math, and had a special interest in
math and science. He wanted me to be a doctor, he
just did not want me to be in the “drama business.”
It took me a while to convince him.

I started becoming famous from the get go;
from the first time I appeared on TV or I was
heard on the radio. People wrote about me in
the newspaper. Everybody knew there was a new
face in the field. I was very fortunate. I was loved
and encouraged and everything. But you know
governments and political people sometimes
they just don’t like us — especially women.
You’re just out there, and you have a voice, and
you are a brave, you talk. They gave me a hard
time. I produced our directive, our state play, our
national theater, a place everyone wants to be.
When I got publicity from the Ministry of Culture
(the minister of culture himself scored the play
that I was doing), they took me to a place with
the national security guys — the worst people
in the government; very secretive, they torture,
they bring you to places.

U.S. dollars per wedding performance. When
we met at his cramped office at the musicians
union, he flashed thick stacks of Emirati
dirhams to make a point.
Others, like Abu Obaida Hassan, a tambour
maestro from an area near the ancient city
of Merowe, in north Sudan, whose hyperrhythmic music was an essential party affair
in the ‘70s, never recovered from Sudan’s
economic downturn of the ‘80s. He lives without
running water or electricity on the outskirts of
Omdurman, where mud brick homes for the
working poor form the expanding outer limits
of the city.
Back at the big wedding of the night in
Omdurman, watching Salah Ben Al Badia’s
orchestra play with the same gusto as Nimeiry’s
era, it’s easy to forget what his community has
been through, how they have shaped, and
been shaped, by the forces pushing and pulling
the country in violently opposing directions.
I handed Al Badia a box of traditional dessert
sweets, a customary gift in Sudan, thanking

They interrogated me all over. My play criticized
the government, but it was a comedy, so I used
my brother who’s a musician to put the music for
me, and for my sister to sing the songs. I use a
lot of music and dance in my plays. They made
it very difficult for us. It was a very bad time for
us. So I’m going to tell you the truth — after that
psychological and emotional abuse from the
government, we left. All of us. I have 11 siblings
from my mom’s side. We all left Sudan. Some of
us went to Europe, in Spain and Belgium, some
in America.
We had to move, we had to be resilient, and we
did. I did not stop making scenes and writing
skits for myself. I did one-woman acts in America
for a long time. I’ve been in America for 26
years now. First 15 years, I was really acting.
I performed at the Kennedy Center, National
Geographic. I was known. I took all this political
dialogue with me, and I started talking about the
government abuse of authority in Sudan against
minorities — it started with South Sudan, they
just made them look like animals and treated
them like animals. That was the first cause that
made me angry, and I started using my dance
troupe to just have a voice and to tell people
about our cause. I was the first Sudanese artist to
apologize officially to the people in South Sudan
for what we did to them. I was the first person
to raise the flag about the genocide in Darfur.
We were performing in front of Colin Powell.

him for his music and the night’s performance.
He smiles but never leaves his chair, ready to
perform the closing track of the night. Once an
artist who sang about unity between the north
and south, he now must cater to whims of a
different crowd.
Although not required, all social events wind
down at 10 pm sharp, a legacy of the strict
curfews under Islamist rule. As we drive back to
Khartoum, the hints of music from all corners
slowly fade, carrying with them a hopeful
reminder that, pending the prevailing political
winds, a glint of the glittering ‘70s can stay
alight. Some, like the head of Sudan’s newest
private TV station, S24, a regular broadcaster of
live performances from its studios, believe that
“Sudanese culture is in crisis.”
It remains wounded, but unbowed.

Angelina Jolie was there. The announcement
was made in the middle of our dance. We told
the audience that there is a genocide in Darfur.
After this event, Sudanese people in the media
who disagreed with us attacked me so badly.

Tamador Sheikh Eldin Gibreel
Sudanese music is part of the daily life of
the Sudanese people. That’s how I lived it.
It’s just what we did every minute. And we
have a song for everything: our cycles of life,
what we like, what we don’t like, our events,
nature, the love of life. Mothers sing for their
daughters and sons. Women sing for their
men. Men sing for women. We have songs for
everything; for war and peace, day and night.
People do that naturally.
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When I was aware of the power of song, of music,
that’s when I was young and Mohammed Wardi
and Mohamed El Amin, they have those powerful
national songs about the intifada 1985.
These songs were the voice of the people.
I got really connected and was really aware
of the Sudanese cause, the politics, because
the politics has been dominated by certain
sects. They were paid by colonizers to rule
Sudan. After independence, it seems like the
people who are ruling you have changed, but
it was just an extension to colonization. Did
they really leave? Did they leave something
positive? The lifestyle and buildings in Sudan,
yes. But they left with leaving people helpless
and powerless. They always depend on the
colonizer. Every time we go one inch forward,
we go three miles backwards.
My father’s job transferred him from one area
of Sudan to another. I lived in the east, in the
north, in Kordofan in the west of Sudan. I saw
the people, I saw the dance, I saw the music,
the love. I saw everything, I lived these things.
I got to know Sudanese people in real life, in
different regions. People can be oppressed by
the center, intimidated by the center culture.
The central culture didn’t mean to hurt anybody.
It is growing, advancing. They took from the
Arab culture, Egyptian culture. We are already
Sudanese. We have Nubian heritage. We
communicate with the east like Ethiopia. We
have the Nile heritage. All the music is just a
combination of all these civilizations. We believe
we are the first people on Earth. We are ancient.
It’s a sorrow that our real heritage from the
Nubians, from the south — Nile civilization is
becoming Arab-Islamic culture. If we look at our
wedding rituals, it has a lot of heritage from the
old Sudan — Nubian Sudan, Christian Sudan,
Jewish Sudan.
I was a victim of that. I am a woman, an actress, a
progressive person, I just get the hate from this
muscular mindset.
Music is very political. And the political poets
were really loud. And the era this compilation
covers was when people started to think about
their country in a very poetic way. This was a time
for culture, writers, artists, sculptors, fine arts, the
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musicians, and the people in the theater. One
of the things that Nimeiry did was create the
Institute of Music and Drama in 1969. That was
a big thing. Music now has a base. They brought
North Korean teachers, a lot of Sudanese
teachers, all these people came together. A new
curriculum for the musicians to help study music
and theater. He use to have cultural festivals.
People started to have a talent shows. They
competed. There was a revolution in music.
The songs in the beginning were largely the
same — women about men, men about women.
Wedding songs. Weddings are really powerful in
Sudan. The artists that were really big celebrities,
they go to sing in a wedding. The biggest, the
shiniest stars sing at weddings.
Most of the songs were created during the
Haqiba period. Until now, most of the singers
are recycling those songs because they were
done perfectly. Haqiba is named after the
suitcase that brought all the albums after they
were recorded in Cairo at the time.
When Nimeiry introduced Sharia Law, that was
a disaster for Sudanese people and culture
because Sharia means you can’t sing. And if you
sing, do not talk about women, do not talk about
her body. Every tape of mine on Sudanese TV
has been deleted. Almost all women. Back then
you didn’t have to wear a hijab. Women wore
whatever they wanted — their skirts, their pants.
When were going to the school to the college,
we were just regular people. Now, a child who’s
a boy can tell a grown woman what to do.
In Sudan, they started curfews for weddings.
People had to go to sleep really early. In the
weddings, you have to segregate women and
men. Everything went down and the mood was
very depressed. There was fear in the air. Hassan
Al Turabi — oh my God. When I left Sudan, I went
back after many years and I was invited to talk
about my experience. After the event finished,
there were a lot of journalists who came to ask
me a lot of questions. After everyone left, it was
just me and my family and there was a man
just standing there, and when he was sure that
everyone was gone, he came up to me and said:
‘I am a messenger from Turabi. Turabi wants
to tell you that he’s so sorry about everything

that was done in the past — that was wrong. We
didn’t know better.’
They tortured us. They made us feel like we
were insects or animals, like we were sinners.
They made us look in the minds of the people
like we are the fanatics, and not them. I’m
talking about ‘us’ as artists, people who are
popular. It was painful.
Sudanese political traditions were never really
established well. People would come and say
they were going to do this and that. But when
they get into office, there was always someone
from outside from the triple colonization: the
Ottomans, the Egyptians, the British. And the
Sudanese politicians were not allowed to it
themselves, so they have to lean somewhere
else. The British government ruined our
economy. They took all our resources and resold
it back to us at the biggest price. If the Sudanese
government loses British support, they have to
lean somewhere else. Who is that somebody
else? Saudi Arabia? They are going to give
you money and support, but they have their
conditions: you have to follow these rules.
A lot of the musicians went abroad. The ones
who remained in Sudan, they changed their
field to earn money. People always survive.

Sudanese people are going out right now to
demonstrate against the government because
of everything that’s happening. Since I came
to the United States in the ‘90s, I would get
pictures and videos of people demonstrating.
People normally chant in the demonstrations.
Sudanese people read a poem. People take
poets to the grave while reading their poetry. In
the Shaigiya area [in northern Sudan], you go to
a village and everyone’s a poet. People express
their daily life in poetry; they breathe poetry.
People talk in rhymes. Just regular people in
their houses. They rhyme what they say. I think
it has to do with the nights. In Sudan, we often
sleep outside, under the heavens. At night, the
weather is cool, the stars in the sky. So what are
you going to do? You’re going to get deep and
write a poem.
This project is really exciting to me. It’s been a
long time, overdue, for people to get to know
Sudan. This is the voice of the people. This is
the culture of the people, heart of the people,
spirit of the people, but nobody knows about it. I
want the world to know about Sudanese people,
Sudanese culture, Sudanese music, Sudanese
mindset. It’s an ocean of music.

Students attend a youth theater event by Tamador Sheikh Eldin Gibreel in Khartoum in
the 1970s. (Photo Courtesy of Tamador Sheikh Eldin Gibreel)

Abdel Aziz Al Mubarak and Kamal Tarbas in Omdurman in 1983.
(Photo courtesy of Kamal Tarbas)
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Arabization & the Struggle
of Sudanese Cultural Identity
As told by Dr. Mohamed Abu Sabib. Interview by Vik Sohonie
Transcription and translation by Elmigdad Gibreel
So many scholarly schools of history and
research tend to believe that the evolution of
the Sudanese culture, from approximately the
Middle Ages up to date, has been primarily
transformed into Arabic and Islamic, identifying
the Sudanese personality as becoming fully one
of an Arab and Muslim.
However, when we go back to the ancestry trees
studies, we see that the concepts of Arabization
and Islamization are eventually ideological
concepts rather than scientific ones. Historians
have raised three basic questions regarding
those family trees; when were those family trees
written? Written by whom? And why?
During the second half of the 18th century, a
very significant commercial segment of society
surfaced and was rising. And this segment was
the ancestor of the group known in Sudanese
literature today, in economic, social, and even
cultural terms, as Djallaba, Arabic for ‘suppliers’
or those who bring goods and commodities
to the markets in rural areas. These Sudanese
merchants, or Djallaba, had their ancestors in that
commercial, social segment which began to exist
and grow in the second half of the 18th century.
This commercial segment of society, which had a
tremendous social and religious influence, was
rising and gaining strength because they were
expanding their commerce activities and started
to compete internally with the Sultan of Sennar
who had a monopoly over almost the entire
market. They also expanded their trade in the
region to Egypt in the north and to the east up to
the coast of the Red Sea. And so they became a
very important group in society.
Another social segment that came about was
known as the ‘clerics,’ in reference to graduates
of religious institutes of the time, such as the alAzhar in Egypt or religious schools in Morocco or
in Medina in the Arab Peninsula. This segment
of religious scholars was growing in numbers
and presence in Sudanese society.
The third group of influence was the segment of
Sufi leaders. If not all, many of them had a great
impact on the Sultan and society in general.
It is well known that the Sufi sects played an
essential spiritual role and contributed a great
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deal to the introduction of Islam in Sudan. It
has been historically documented that some
of those Sufi leaders descended to Sudan from
Morocco and some others from Egypt or Medina.
We can conclude in summary that the AraboIslamization ideology was introduced for the
first time in Sudan in the mid 18th century,
and the questions of who started it and why
were answered. Thus, as mentioned before,
the concepts of Arabization and Islamization
are merely ideological and have no factual
basis. There is also a realization nowadays by
the Sudanese people, not only at the academic
level but also among wide segments of the
population, that the Arab ethnicity claims are
questionable. Because of migration and travel
to Arab countries and to the west, Sudanese
individuals of all backgrounds started to
examine their looks, skin color, features, cultural
traditions, social behavior, and cuisine in
comparison to Arabs and other nationalities.
The Arab identity came under scrutiny and the
debate is surrounding even the definition of
the Arabic ethnicity. Some believe that there is
no such thing as an Arabic identity in Sudan or
outside of Sudan.
We hear so many stories now from many
Sudanese in Diaspora who cannot claim being
an Arab in the Gulf countries, for example, or
those in Europe who are using the term “nigger”
in gest when calling each other. As far as the
dynamics of the identity question are concerned,
all that led to a new thinking of claiming a
Sudanese identity, or Sudanism, as many
public figures are increasingly calling for. In
answering the three major questions, historians
have attributed the concepts of arabization and
islamization to mere economic factors, as did
Mazrui in his studies.
Historians also attribute the spread of Islam to
economic interests and commercial exchanges
that extend to social and cultural relations with
new communities.
Many historians also contend that the cultural
development in Sudan is not necessarily a
result of Islamization or Arabization, but rather
a natural historic process that has lasted for

centuries, according to the archaeological theory
of continuity. Otherwise, we would have to
contend with the theory of migration, which
is a racist preposition insinuating that Arabic
and Muslim migration brought the cultural
and religious effects and presented them to
Sudanese populations, Arabizing and Islamizing
them, as a positive transformation.
On the contrary, Sudanese people have
historically evolved from one religion to another
ever since the Kushite era. From worshipping
Ammon Ra, which commenced in Sudan
according to some historians, to their local
native Gods, like Aba Damak. They also adopted
Christianity for a thousand years before they
chose to convert from Christianity to Islam.
There was no dominating migration effect that
transformed Sudanese populations to Islam. It
was rather because of a combination of historic,
economic, social and cultural factors.
The Sudanese, however, adopted Islam and the
Arabic language in their own rite. Not to say that
fundamental Islamic pillars were modified or
replaced, but Islam was Sudanized, so to speak.
Like Christianity, Islam was adopted by different
cultures that influenced it. So, the Sudanese
adopted Islam when they had their own visions,
beliefs, traditions, arts and culture. Today, we
find so many examples in our cultural traditions
that manifest the ‘rites of passage,’ for example,
in the human life; which are birth, initiation,
marriage, and death. Some Sudanese traditions
during those phases, or rites of passage, have
no basis in Islam or the Arabic culture, and
we find that so many traditions stem from our
Kushite heritage, Christian rites, or other long
past cultures, marking another manifest to the
continuity of the Sudanese culture; a reflection
of the Sudanese civilization.
And today we hear a narrative of the Sudanese
civilization that is taking its place. Indeed,
it did take its shape in prehistoric eras, in
archaeological, historical, and other disciplines
specialized in the Sudanese culture. But it did
not take its right place insofar in the mainstream
culture. More seriously, the cultural history
of Sudan has never been taught in the school
system as an institutionalized, methodized
curriculum so that generations can learn about
their real cultural history.
You cannot separate culture and arts from
politics, for social traditions, economic
environment, and politics are the constructs of
the broad culture. So, addressing arts compels
us to put it in the wider context of society, since
art is a social product. And our society is vibrant
with its competing classes, various ideologies,

conflicting interests, and political parties.
Political parties necessarily mean each is
seeking to reflect its own ideology, serve certain
interests for certain segments in society, and vie
for power.
All forms of arts, as products of society, have
engaged the question of identity. Perhaps
literary writers have pioneered since the 1920’s
in prose and poetry contributions addressing the
question of identity. The plastic art movement,
later on in the late 1950’s, have paid attention
to identity questions, and continued to this
day to be part of the conflict of thought and
ideology. And so has been the music, however,
literal works were unprecedented in addressing
identity arguments and expressions.
Arts cannot be separated from the whole historic
background that I have alluded to in all its
aspects and evolution. Likewise, as we discuss
a late phase of Sudanese music development
in general, we have to talk about the very
deep transformations in contemporary Sudan.
Usually, people refer herewith to the post-colony
period after 1956.
Nevertheless, most academics agree on the
early beginnings of the modern Sudanese song,
or urban music, in the 1920’s as it progressed
through its well-known development phases.
Expert musicians would be more suited than
myself to provide you with a nuanced picture
on that; however, any concerned scholar
can talk about Sudanese music in its wider
cultural context. Music, undoubtedly, has been
impacted a great deal by political developments
as a result of the social conflicts.
Since 1956, the history of the art forms —
literature and music — have been closely linked
to political conditions. The ruling class has been
the same social class, or political parties, ever
since, be it in civilian or military forms. The
ideology has also remained the same, the ArabIslamic ideology that this class has inherited and
held a strong grip on it since it was materialized
and validated by the ancestry claims and family
trees from the mid 18th century.
The ruling class still believes, rightly or not,
that the future of Sudan will be one of ArabIslamic culture, and that all other groups from
diverse cultural, ethnic, social, and economic
backgrounds will be assimilated into the
mainstream of Arab-Islamic framework, of
which they are the fundamental guardians.
Ideology would become the elevator and
supporter of political action. And here lies the
core of the crisis: the insistence of this class
on the ideology that allows it to assume the
political role and, by all means, claim the right
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to rule as inherited from the British.
The National Unionist Party won the first
independent Sudan elections, as it was the
biggest party. But the party quickly dissipated
into the Khatmiya sect and broke into smaller
parties. Similarly, the Ansar sect contained the
Umma party.
The two major sects have always dominated the
social weight and political movement since the
British allowed political parties to be formed
in the 1940’s by adopting the Arabo-Islamic
ideology that they believe entitles them to rule
Sudan.
The overall goal, in the final analysis, is to ensure
the continuity of an ever-lasting power at the
hands of this segment and the prevalence of
its ideology in the social conflict to decisively
preserve the direction of its grip on power and
the protection of its interests.
The ideological polarization has been behind
the long-standing political crisis that still exists
just as it was behind the civil wars in many fronts
in Sudan. The ruling class in the North intended
in 1963 to impose its Arabo-Islamic ideology on
the people of South, prompting resistance and
the Anjaneya rebellion that led to the decades
long civil war and the separation of South
Sudan. The current regime, as part of the AraboIslamic ideology, is still engaged in civil conflicts
and cultural clashes that dominate the political
landscape today and prolongs the identity crisis.
All human groups and communities have
practiced all forms of arts that were known to
mankind; namely, the visual arts, movement
and dance, and musical arts, which are the main
fields of expression. Nevertheless, we notice
that each society, civilization, or people, has a
staple, major form of art. In Sudan, for example,
there was sculpture and murals, which was a
form of urban art practiced by the ruling class.
We find different forms of arts among rural
populations. The pharaohs, too, were talented in
sculpture and architecture. We still can see great
works of sculpture and murals from the early
Sudanese civilization, in places like the Barkal
Mount or Kuru area.
In conclusion, the major form of art in Sudan
is music. And music also means dance,
because there is no music without dance. I
have worked on a study where I talked to
African musicians who had examined African
music and determined it to contain three
basic elements: the audible, the visual,
and the physical. The sound of the musical
tune and vocals is performed in a designed
venue of social gathering (dara) with the

audience members partaking in a circle of
dancing, clapping and singing along, and
choreographic movement. This is music as an
artistic practice is being expressed in social
occasions within the three elements.
Now, in spite of the fact that music has been
the major form of art in Sudan for so long, we
realize that the first state-sponsored, formal
institution of music was not established until
the late 1960’s. It was when they tried to
create a certain body within the Ministry of
Information, where some details escape me
at the moment, to lead the effort of music
learning and awareness in the academic sense.
In the early 1970’s came the idea of forming
the Folklore Performing Arts Band.
In contrast, we have seen the establishment of
the first academic institution designated for the
study of plastic arts in 1947. One of the reasons
is said to be the initiative taken by individuals
from the colonial rule in Sudan at the time.
That assessment further falls into the universal
debate over the colonial influences, as in the
pros and cons of colony eras. Of course, we
know the scope and size of damage the British
colony did in Sudan, if we take Karari battle
as just one example, but we can also consider
things that they built and presented to us, like
the infrastructure of a modern state, including
the railways, al-Jazeera agricultural project, and
many others. So, when we see the model of
Green Lou or Mr. Griffith who built institutions
of education and arts in many African countries,
it’s hard to associate such individuals with the
negative concept of colonizing power.
Some forms of arts have to be bolstered
by the support of the state, especially in a
modern state, by injecting relevant academic
institutions into the overall educational system
and curricula to include the budget and
spending appropriations.
This example shows how the art of music, or
all forms of art for that matter, are grossly
neglected by a state in deep crisis. Although
the formal state support would tremendously
boost the arts and their purpose in societies,
but even without it many forms of artistic
expression are capable of creative selfdevelopment and innovative renewal from
within the practicing populations. Looking
at the works of our folklore artists in all
Sudanese regions, observers can take note of
the depth and scale of creativity, aesthetics
and expressiveness of passions with
philosophical visions and high regards for
human values and standards.

If we look today at the Missayriya music and
dance performance, nuggara, or kiram in the
Nuba Mountains, to name just a few, you would
see spectacularly wonderful works of art and
expression. And artists in such communities
are very articulate in their own language in
the theories and critique of their music and
dance performances. Folklore can also be very
eloquent as a discipline, even if unwritten, with
its own schools and traditions.
Since the 1920’s, the Sudanese music, namely
the modern [urban music] has been developing
through many phases largely without any
state support. The community has played a
significant role in the evolution of musical arts
as a social incubator. Experts can tell you about
the creative mechanisms that were taking place
between poets, musical composers, and singers.
One of the most prolific producers of songs and
tunes that I hope can be studied more closely
was Karouma.
Life in the urban communities allowed for such
cooperation between artists from songwriters
to composers and singers, in a workshop style.
Frequently, there were examples of duets and
group vocalists working exclusively with certain
poets and composers. It was a reflection of the
Sudanese heritage and culture that steadily
developed from the 1920’s to the late 1960’s.
The ensuing political crisis in Sudan led to the
subsequent crisis in society as a whole. Since
the 1970’s, that crisis has been deteriorating
immensely and has brought us to the current
grinding predicament in all aspects of people’s
lives, the music and the arts are no exceptions.
Today, the crisis has taken shape on a national
scale and in more comprehensive depths.
Women, of course, are essential participants
in the dance that accompanies most of the
musical performances. As a first measure
to implement its social agenda, the current
regime has imposed harsh restrictions on
women’s appearance and dress codes, including
covering the hair in public. And that was a direct
restriction to her movement and a limitation to
her ability to freely perform the types of dance
where women routinely use their heads, hairs,
necks, and chests in most of the Sudanese
regions. Sudanese dance, like African, Indian,
or other dances, rely on the whole body’s
movement, specially the upper body. Unlike
the dance forms in the west, which rely mainly
on the step and legs’ movement. The tropical
environment has probably something to do
with the ‘indoor culture’ and ‘outdoor culture’ in
terms of dance traditions.

The Sudanese woman has been crippled when
she was forced to cover her body. Now she
cannot dance, and without dance there is no
music. If you happen to see any social dance
event in Sudan nowadays, it is, unfortunately,
very poor. Just like disco!
This is a real crisis; not only political but [also
a] cultural crisis. Crisis everywhere! And our
music is in crisis. We lost the culture of old
mechanisms of musical talents and producers
of great music works, including names like
Ibrahim al-Kashif, Osman Hussein, Osman
as-Shafee’, Ibrahim Awad, and Mohammed
Wardi. Many legendary composers, poets, and
duets were landmarks of what became known
as the ‘Golden Age’ of music in Sudan from the
1960’s through the late 1970’s. We used to
notice the rise of outstanding musical artists and
singers from that list every decade all through
that period. Fewer creative artists continue to
present themselves as outstanding in the 1980’s
into the early 1990’s, like the group Igd-alDjalad at their early appearance.
Now this sociopolitical crisis overshadowed the
musical culture of rural populations and pushed
them to stick to their heritage and revive their
own arts. Usually, they form their own bands
in central towns to bring their musical arts
along as they migrate from rural to urban areas.
Such cultural treasures can be seized upon in
producing public performances of folkloric
musical events.
The Dal Group, for instance, sponsored a very big
Sudanese Foods Festival in which it showcased
many folklore music and dance groups
accompanying the traditional cuisines from all
Sudanese regions. It is worth mentioning that
the Dal Group sponsored similar events before
in support for cultural awareness.
It is noticeable that so many kinds of these
folkloric performances can only be learned in
the childhood, as I saw children participating
in their native musical performances without
generational gaps. And those talented bands
were from Kordufan, Darfur, and eastern and
southern regions of Sudan.
The problem lies in the art performances of the
Nilotic tribes in central and northern Sudan, like
Danagla, Mahass, Shaigiya, Djaaliya; or the socalled Arabized groups, while they are not. They
lack the element of dance because their culture
is dominated by the Arabic-Islamic influence.
And women are restricted by the dress code and
social barriers and are not allowed to dance in
public as a result of this nationwide political
crisis. A crisis in society as a whole, a cultural
crisis; Sudanese music is in a crisis!
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another uncle of his named Abdulwahab, just
like my name. I was named after him, God bless
their souls.

Interviews
Mohammed Wardi

“The Last King of Nubia”
As told by his son, Abdulwahab Wardi
Interview by Vik Sohonie
Interpretation by Ahmed Asyouti
Transcription and translation by Tamador Sheikh
Eldin Gibreel
He was a fighter. Mohammed Wardi was a
fighter. I call him the “Last King of Nubia.” He is
as ancient as civilization, the pharaohs, and the
palm trees.
My father, Mr. Mohammed Wardi, was born
in the northern Nubian area. This area is from
Dongola till Egypt. The area is called Sicot, and
there is a village in this area called Suwarda. And
from Suwarda, there is a little island called Sap.
My father was born there, in July 19th 1932.
And July 19th is a very particular day in his life
because it comes back and back as we go. The
first time he recorded a song in the radio was
July 19, 1957. When the military coup of July 19
occurred, he spent the longest time in detention.
So it’s always 19 for him.
He’s a Nubian pharaoh, he’s one of the Nubian
Kings. His mom passed away right after giving
birth to him. His father passed away when he
was 10 or 11 years old. He did not have any
brothers, but two younger sisters, half sisters.
He was raised by his uncle on his mother’s side.
He always treated in a special way because he
was an orphan and a very sensitive child. The
environment, it was a very rich environment,
especially the Nubian environment. It is rich in
terms of beautiful scenes, beautiful views, and
it is a very old civilization. And there is a very
strong culture. It’s a gate that leads from the
north of Sudan going to Egypt.
He liked music since he was four years old, and
his mom, Batoul, she use to sing to praise the
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prophet. She sang in Arabic and in Nubian.
He had a gift from God. He was very curious,
he sought knowledge, he wanted to know.
In his uncle’s household, there used to be a
gramophone phonograph. He used to listen to
Haqiba and Egyptian songs.
The first instrument that he played was the
tanbour. He didn’t learn tanbour from Nubians,
he learned it from the manasir — boatmen. They
came to our area and because he was scared
of his uncle seeing him play the tanbour, he
sat with the manasir people and learned the
tanbour from them. According to the Louvre
Museum in France, the tanbour is a Nubian
instrument. But to be honest, all the Sudanese
have it — in the east, in the Nubian north, the
Shaigiya have it, even in the south, they have
tanbours. It’s common between all the tribes in
Sudan. He started playing the tanbour between
12 and 15 years old.
After that, he learned the ancient and traditional
Nubian language. By the way, Mohammed
Wardi is one the best poets in that language.
He has more than 100 compositions of music
that he wrote and sang. He’s one of the pioneers
because in the beginning there was a zumbara
and there was clapping, and that was it. The
tanbour was only for the women to sing and
dance. There was no combination between the
tanbour as an instrument and the singing.
The first song he sang on the radio was “Her
Complexion is Brown.” He added some lyrics
and changed the style of the melody. He
started as a singer, Nubian man, orphan, in an
environment, raised by his uncle, who was a
religious man. He wasn’t very conservative, but
he was religious. He was part of the Sufi masters
of Adarsa.
His uncle sent him to Egypt to study at Al Azhar,
a famous institute for people to study Islam.
He was sent there to study religion, but there is

When he grew up, he was a teacher in a primary
school in the Shandi region.
The greatest leap in his life was the day he was
introduced to the oud. He was transferred from
the Shandi elementary school to an institute
of teachers in Shandi, so he became a little bit
closer to the center of Sudan. In Shandi, he was
the singer of the teachers and all these people
around him. And he was using the oud so he
could put melodies into the songs.
When he came to Khartoum, he was a big fan of
Ibrahim Awad. The first concert he sang at, was
a wedding, and the original singer was Ibrahim
Awad and he was just invited to the wedding.
He wasn’t meant to sing. But Awad didn’t show
up, so he sang instead of him. When Awad
came, he was late. The guy who was responsible
for organizing that wedding said, ‘We’re done,
you did not come, and we have somebody and
he sang all your songs and he was fine and we
didn’t need you.’
The first time he sang in Khartoum was at that
wedding. After that, he recorded at the National
Radio. It was Ramadan — a Friday. That was July
19, 1957. The committee that was listening to
him, they were fasting so they could only listen to
two songs of his before breaking their fast. They
listened to the whole thing, everything he had to
sing. That day they gave him the ‘pass’ and he was
registered as a ‘second degree’ singer.
He has a very powerful personality. They told
him to come and record one song, but all
the musicians were 20 minutes late for the
rehearsal, so he told him that he didn’t want
these musicians to be with him anymore. And
everyone thought: “He just came a couple of
days ago and now he doesn’t want us?” He said:
“No, I don’t want them.” They knew he took his
art very seriously. This was a new quality of music.
Because of him, they changed the whole cast of
musicians, and the song he sang that day was “Oh
Flying Birds.” That was not his composition. But
after that, the songs came one after another till he
passed away. Before he passed away, one week
before, he sang a new song. He recorded more
than 250 songs. These were the ones that were
officially recorded, some have not been heard by
others. That’s how he started.
Let us say that the first song he recorded was
with the oud in a program called “Sudan
Countrywide” and he sang it in Nubian words. It
was a folk song. He put some touches on it.

That time you couldn’t say you were a composer
and a singer. They wanted you to have only one
job to guarantee employment. So you had to
have one of them, never both. After that, very
fast, he wrote and he sang in Arabic and he put
the music to a lot of songs. There were only
three songs where he was not the composer and
singer. Everything else was entirely his.
He has a massive legacy, with all the meaning
of a legendary character. I just had a flash back
of all the stories of his. Sometimes I feel like
he’s a character coming out of a novel written
by Marquis.
When he sang to Ibrahim Abboud, a former
president of Sudan, it was during a military
coup. He thought they loved their country
because they don’t have political parties, they
don’t just talk a lot and not do much. They are
military — they have order, they have discipline.
So he sang for these people, but the first
political clash that came with them was when
they drowned Halfa — when Sudan let Egypt
build the dam, and they drowned the city we
come from. And he protested because it was the
capital of his region. We call it Halfa Al Gadima
— the old Halfa. This was the first time he clashed
with the military or the government because
they drowned our area.
After that, he became more conscious, more
aware, and he became more aligned with the
political left. To be more specific, he was in the
Sudanese Communist Party. That was in the
’60s, he was part of the opposition to remove
colonization, and they were very close to the
youth, and their voice was the loudest, and they
were close to the left.
There were religious parties, but he was a singer,
an artist, rebellious. You know how politics can
get you into some slippery areas, but no matter
what, he got into politics as an artist. There’s no
party in the world that can tell him what to do,
what to sing. They use to say that if you wanted
the Communist Party to win the student vote,
you just have to bring Mohammed Wardi to
sing at the University of Khartoum, and that’s it,
everyone is going to vote for the left because he
is the singer of the people.
In October 1964, the revolution, the intifada
came and he produced the best national songs
ever. Even if he was a leftist, even if he was in
Communist Party, he was the artist of everybody.
He was so popular.
“Today We Raise the Flag of Our Independence”
— there is no national song like this. If you
bring hundreds of lecturers and you make the
biggest lecture of a million hours of Sudanese
independence and you just put this song one

time, it’s done. It summarized the story of
independence. Now they put the song in the
curriculum in the schools and they call it the
story of independence.
When the May coup came in 1969, the cause
was including everybody, everybody supported
it. Wardi came and sang because all the basics
were for people, and he agreed with them.
It was a leftist coup that came with the same
slogans that we agree with. Leftist and
nationalist. Everybody was in the street.
With the coup of 1971, July 19th — again we
come back to July 19th — he was about to be
executed, but he was detained. When he was
released, he didn’t change his opinions and he
was the same person.
In 1983 came the September Laws, laws of
Islamic Sharia. It was a very difficult year for
him. Even the personal freedom that was there,
being valued as people, this was gone. It was an
oppressive regime. He left. And he left and he
sent songs for revolution from the outside. And
when the intifada of 1985 came, two years after
his exile, he was the singer for that revolution,
because he is the singer of the people. He was a
very simple person. But he has zero tolerance for
oppression and victimization. And most of all he
is a singer, an artist. Basically there is no tolerance
for these things with an artist. He speaks his
mind, he is very frank, so he fell into a lot of
slippery areas. He fought authority, he fought the
president, he fought the oppressive regime.
He stayed only two months after returning
and he left. He left for a long time. He went to
America, to Egypt, he stayed out until 2001.
He didn’t come because the people in power
brought him — no. His family — he has relatives
who owned the Coca Cola company in Sudan
(Osama Dawoud). They brought him. He came
by himself, his choice. These people in power,
they really respected him. We have to tell the
truth. They welcomed him. They didn’t ask him
to sing this and not to sing that. Because they
understood that this person is not a regular
person. He has big support and people love
him. He is bigger than politics. This is the singer
of the Sudanese people. When he was outside,
in 1994, he got a prize for being the best
singer in Africa. The way that people welcomed
him at the airport. That was fabulous. That was
unbelievable, not usual. He came as an artist, he
came as a celebrity, he came to see his audience.
He stayed until election time in 2010. In
2010, he sang for the nominee of the peoples’
movements — Yassir Arman. The people in
power did not ask him why he did that. They
respected Mohammed Wardi, they respected
this personality. They respected his history,
his creativity, his love for his country. Even
if he’s not agreeing with them. He was the

one who put together an opposition movement
in Cairo. That was in the ’90s. They knew that,
they really respected him, and he did not change
his opinion. And he has a belief that you can be
part of the opposition but not be an enemy.
When Wardi passed away, the president of the
country and the ministers, the vice president,
everybody, the president himself was the one
who prayed at his funeral. This is a Sudanese
habit. He made everybody see him as a neutral
person. He belonged to everybody. The singer of
all Sudanese.
When he died, I called him the Nile. Because as
long as the Nile is running, the singing of Wardi
exists. Nobody can take the Nile away from
the Sudanese people. It is for every Sudanese
person. The other Nile is Mohammed Wardi. He
will continue to be there as long as life continues
to be there. Because he sings to his people very
deep songs, and this is a gift from God.
I’ll give you a simple example: America is one
of the leading countries in this world. But when
you say Elvis Presley, that’s an artist, or Michael
Jackson. There are hundreds of singers and
celebrities, but there are few of them that make
a difference in people’s life. Few of them stay in
everybody’s memory. So I think Wardi, Presley,
Michael Jackson, Bob Marley — although there
are a lot of artists in this world, they are the ones
who stayed in everyone’s memory, and they
represented their country.
He was representative of the people. He was
their voice; their civilization. He summarizes the
spirit of the Sudanese people when he sings.
Listen in West Africa, those countries that spoke
only French. He sang in the stadium of Yaounde.
The stadium had 60,000 people. They don’t even
speak Arabic, they don’t even know what was he
singing. They came to this concert because they
loved Wardi. Like when I hear Shammi Kapoor,
the Indian singer, I don’t know what he’s singing,
but I just love this song and love this singer.
Sometimes people come to me in the office, one
time a guy from Mali to me on foot because he
didn’t have enough money. He came to me and
told me that he wants to see Mohammed Wardi.
I said “Ok, Mohammed Wardi is not here, he’s in
Egypt, why do you want him?”
He said, “I want to take a picture with him, and
I want him to give me a cassette to record for
me. Because I want to marry a girl, and the
girl’s father didn’t want me, and he gave me
very very hard conditions: that if I go and meet
Mohammed Wardi and bring his signature and
his voice and a picture, then I will give you my
daughter.”
I gave him my father’s number in Cairo. He took
the train till Halfa, then the boat till Egypt and he
found my father and he took a picture with him.

Mohammed Wardi in Khartoum, 1970. ©Fouad Hamza Tibin / Elnour
Mohammed Wardi gave him a plane ticket, and
he went back home and got married.
This is a person who doesn’t even know
Arabic. He came from Mali, traveling for three
months. My father was loved in West Africa, East
Africa, and the middle of Africa. Therefore, he
represents the spirit of the civilization in Sudan.
For example, in 1997, after he was away since
1989, he released a cassette and it called it ‘Al
Mursal (The Messenger).’ It was a song that
he sang first in 1974. Sudan went crazy. This
was the highest selling Sudanese album ever,
until now. He is the singer of the Sudanese
people — the left and the right, the educated
and the illiterate, the laborer, the farmer,
everybody. Listen, there are two personalities,
two characters, two people: one in Lebanon, one
in Sudan. In Lebanon, during the civil war, when
two parties were fighting, when the listened to
Feirouz, they don’t talk. They listen.
Mahmoud Derwish said the voice of Feirouz
equally contributed to both parties. These parties
are fighting. But they both listened to Feirouz.
Mohammed Wardi is the ambassador for the
public, ambassador for the people, ambassador
of the spirit, ambassador of the civilization, if
he’s alive or dead.
‘Al Sourah’ is ‘The Photo.’ It was sung in 1970.
This was the first time Sudanese people listened

to this kind of beat — this rhythm, called ‘jerk.’ By
the way, he was the first person to introduce the
guitar into Sudanese traditional orchestras. We
have the orchestra with the violins, there was no
guitar in it. The people who have the guitar — we
call them jazz bands, like Sharhabeel and others.
But the orchestra that has the four violins and
the accordion — my father introduced the guitar.
He was the one who did that with ‘Al Sourah.’
In ‘Al Sourah’ it was a question and answer. The
guitar was his signature. The guitar, the rhythm,
and the melody: this was his own doing.The
lyrics were very simple. There was no depth in
that. But that was a simple, beautiful song. The
first time he recorded it — 1970. After that, it was
recorded again in 1978. A beat to dance.
Mohammed Wardi was my friend. If you ask
me what do you miss the most since his songs
are for everybody, I miss having a conversation
with him. He was the kindest, most interesting
person. He knows how to chat. I had this craving
to listen to him. I could sit there and listen to
him forever. He could tell me stories in Nubian,
in Arabic. Everywhere he sits and starts talking,
people listen to him.
He was very attractive. This history, the
contemporary history that he lived, I knew it
all from him, because he told me about it. He
was my friend to the extent that I wouldn’t
ask “Can I marry this girl, this and that” —
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no, I would say, “I love this girl, what do you
think about her?” I bring the girl to him and I
show him. It’s a little secret that he used to love
women. My mother, another woman, God bless
their souls, if they hear this, they’re going to be
mad at him, but yeah, he likes women. I was his
secret keeper. He was my friend, I miss him a lot.
He was my best friend.

Shortly before he was hospitalized, there was a
wedding, and somebody asked him to sing. And
he insisted to sing! He had a lung infection. In
that wedding, there was a song, the beat was
tum tum. He gave the beat to that wedding
party. That’s one of the things that he does. He
just follows his imagination, his mood. And he
sang the best way, he sang very well.

He stayed in the hospital for a week. Everybody
came to the hospital. At that moment, I have
to handle this situation like this patient is not
mine. I have to talk to the media, I have to talk to
the government, the opposition. People came,
from inside and outside. Everybody is asking
about my father. He died the 18th of February.

Suddenly on that Friday, he was in some kind
of coma. I was not there. One of the family
relatives, Montasir, and my sister Julia was there
too. One day he was good, other day he’s not.
Death is difficult. I just thank God that he did not
suffer a lot. He wasn’t in a long coma. The real
damage happened to him two hours before he

died. Before that, he was aware and conscious
and he talked to people, he knew exactly what
was happening to him. He was very brave as
usual. Even us, our children, one of us came
from America, one from Australia, we were from
all over the planet, but we were sitting there
around him.
He doesn’t like to give advice and stuff like
that. The only thing that he said was a verse of a
poem that said, “the sticks that stay together are
hard to break.” He wanted us to be one. He faced
his sickness with strength and power. He had
kidney failure and that was one of the things
that brought him from America. He did not want to
die outside. He wanted to die among us. This is one

Hanan Bulu Bulu
Interview by Vik Sohonie
Interpretation by Ahmed Asyouti
Transcription and translation by Elmigdad
Gibreel
My name is Hanan Abdalla Abdel-Karim,
aka Hanan Bulu-Bulu. My beginning was in
1983 before I was able to make it to fame
in 1986. Since I was a child, I had a passion
for music and I used to listen to some giant
musicians and singers. I started my journey
at the children’s show, Djannat ul-Attfaal,
on Sudan TV then recorded my first album,
alamy wu shagaya (Pain and Misery). Sarra
Productions produced the album at the
Khartoum International Fair. I received the
KIF first place award for it and I was making
it to fame.
I am indeed very happy because this is my
hobby and, at that time, I included dance
performance to my singing. I have a great
passion for performing arts and I was the
first Sudanese woman performing artist –
so, I am very happy about that.
I was faced with the biggest difficulties as
a woman singer and I struggled the most
because of the lack of acceptance by society
at that time for a woman dancing and
singing. There were many women singers
before me, of course, but the performing
arts were off limits and I pioneered
in presenting them as a new thing. It
was somehow difficult at the time, but
nowadays things are ok, thank God.
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As I said, at the time I appeared as a
performing artist and it was a new thing to

the strongest reasons he came back to Sudan. He
faced it with a lot of courage and bravery. He was
very calm and very normal when facing death. He
waved with a smile and said goodbye. After that,
the reaction was big, it was huge. To tell you the
truth, I use to avoid just remembering that. Like
I am a musician and I had to stand up and I have
to face people and lead the orchestra, and his
picture is big behind me, and his music — it was
hard for me; really hard for me. I could not even
handle listening to his voice all this time. Just
few months ago, I started to normalize that, but
I was forced to stand up in front of people and
to listen to his music, and to lead the orchestra,
and to smile. This little courage that I have, I got
it from him. God bless his soul.

society. So, I faced so many difficulties and
challenges. I was even arrested so many
times and struggled a great deal until I
had to leave the country in 1993. I stayed
in Cairo, Egypt, for about two years before I
came back home when things were normal.
I had to face so many troubles as an artist
who traveled across all the Sudanese
regions. I went from Port Sudan and the
eastern region to Damazein, and then I
went to all parts of Darfur and the South,
meaning all Sudanese states and was
performing on public stages. There were so
many challenges then, but now they have
vanished and things are fine after more
than 30 years in the field.
During those years in the eighties, the
Sharia Law was in effect and because of it I
ran into many problems with the authorities
and had to answer for summons in different
parts of the country and was subject to
several arrests. I was fed up and had to
leave the country.
I wanted to hone my childhood talent in
music and joined the Omdurman Youth
Club, along with singer Kamal Tarbas who
advised me to complement my music talent
with the dance performance.
“Alamy wa Shagiya (Pain and Misery)” was
the work of the late Awad Jibreel, who wrote
the poem and composed the tune. He was
the first songwriter and musician to work
with me in many songs, God bless his soul,
and this particular song was in first place
for the Khartoum International Fair awards,
as I mentioned before, and from there my
whole career was launched.

Khojali Osman
As told by his son, Shihab Khojali Osman
Interview by Vik Sohonie
Interpretation by Ahmed Asyouti
Transcription and translation by Tamador Sheikh
Eldin Gibreel
My late father, Khojali Osman, was born in Wari
Akhtar, in 1948. His family is six girls and he was
the only boy. His mother is from a tribe called
Kawala Hassiniya. His father is from Jaaliya tribe,
from the area of Shandi. But he was born and
raised around here, in the area of Shambaat. He
came with his mother and his sisters and resettled
in Al Halfaya.
This house is the house of the children of Khojali
Osman, but Khojali Osman never lived here. The
house that he lived in, spent his life in, all these
places are not far from here. They are altogether
near the area of Halfaya.
All our family, which is a big family named Alia
Abdel Kafi, we don’t have anybody who is an artist
or a singer. He’s the only one. He started his artistic
life in 1964 or 1965. He was just signing amongst
people; he wasn’t on the radio at the time. The first
time he was in the media was the cultural festival
of 1972, in the National Theater, with the song “Just
Listen Once to Us.” The lyrics were written by Ishaq
El Halangi.

Saied Khalifa
As told by his son, Montasir Saied Khalifa
Interview by Vik Sohonie
Interpretation by Ahmed Asyouti
Transcription and translation by Tamador Sheikh
Eldin Gibreel
I consider my father as an ambassador for
Sudanese songs. He got this title because of his
experience and his battles and travails in this
field. He is an ambassador of the Sudanese song.
In the beginning his name was Saied Ahlem,
named after Saied Ahlem Merghani, the well
known Sufi man. He was born in 1933, in a
village called Adebeba, 45 kilometers (27 miles)
from Khartoum, east of the Nile. This village
produced a lot of artists. It’s a place of creativity
because of the Sufis and Sufism in this area.
When an artist has been raised in this
atmosphere for Sufism and Mediah,
complimenting the Prophet, these incantations
can raise the inside of the artist, give it a boost
so they can be a real artist, a real talent. This
area produced a lot of artists who have their
fingerprint on Sudanese songs.

Khojali Osman got married at 20, and he appeared
to the public after his first born daughter, my sister, in
1971. He was only recognized as a singer in 1972.
The thing about Khojali Osman is that he came
from a very simple environment. He has no brother.
All his siblings were girls. They took too much care
of him. His father had him after six girls. They call
that ‘Al Baloola’ in Sudanese — that means he’s
going to be the man of the house. He’s going to
take care of his sisters. He was very funny, very witty.
He always had a joke. Even at the musicians union,
they called him the ‘fruit of the union.’ He has this
talent where he could imitate everyone’s voice. He
is always smiling. Even in his artistic interviews,
there’s always a joke, always cheerful. Even in the
house, with us, he’s cheerful and funny.
The song you selected is one of the first collection of
songs that he started with. All of them were written
by Taj Abbas. Those songs — the famous ones were
“Little by Little,” “A lot of time I forget my hands on
your hands,” and the song you chose: “Why Don’t
You Make Up With Me?” The song asks: ‘Why don’t
we make up? Why don’t you come to visit? I did
everything in my ability, and you — you didn’t do
enough.’ It has a little blame for the significant
other. It has a lot of meaning to the Sudanese
people because they love lyrics that talk about
abandonment, blame from the significant other.
These are the subjects that the Sudanese people like,
and this is why they fell in love with this song.

My father went to Koranic school, it was owned
by his own grandfather, Al Khalifa Al Amin. After
that he went to another area for elementary
school. In Sudan, in primary school, they have
poems for children, and they’d do a little melody
for them, so it was very significant that a teacher
asked him to sing the poems because he had a
good voice. His mother use to have a beautiful
voice, and his father has one too. He took his
voice from his parents, both of them.
His father sent him to Cairo to study about
religious doctrine so he can understand Islamic
law. He went there but some Sudanese people
living in Cairo advised him not to study religion
but to use that beautiful voice to go and study
music.
Then he enrolled in the institute of Fuad Al
Awwal in Cairo, graduating in 1958 and getting
in contact with a lot of celebrities. Egypt at the
time was the main resource of ‘oriental’ songs
and had all the famous singers. Abdel Halim
Hafiz played an instrument called oboe, an
instrument for tuning the orchestra. He was
playing the oboe behind my father and my
father was trying to get him to participate in
Sudanese concerts because he had a beautiful
voice. Abdel Halim Hafiz started singing because

The other thing is that Khojali Osman always put
his songs in a dramatic way: in the mood, in the
artistic energy, that makes the song so special
and so significant. He’s very honest, very credible,
believable when he sings. That’s why his songs are
easily famous. But this song wasn’t as famous as
“We will never disagree.”
He toured Ethiopia, Qatar, Cairo, Bahrain, but he
never went to Europe. He was thinking about
going to Europe but he wasn’t able to go. But in
the Arab world, all of the Middle East — yes. He
had a lot of tours in the states in Sudan. All the
cities in the south, east, north, and west. He had
parties and concerts. He traveled a lot. In the Arab
world — Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, the Emirates — lots
of concerts. There is something very important: that
he was loved and had a lot of fans in Ethiopia and
Eritrea. Although they don’t speak Arabic, they don’t
understand his songs, but they love Khojali Osman.
He had his own political views — we know that —
but he never talked about. He did not belong to
any political party. Never. Never was he affiliated
with any political party. He had his political point
of view. He suppressed it but to us, his family, and
his friends, what is his opinion? We know that.
But he thought because he is an artist that he is
an ambassador for his art, for his charisma, to his
country, to his tribe. He contributed to the culture.
He has a lot of friends from people who are in
the opposition and the establishment. He met a

of my father. After that, he met a lot of well
known singers in Egypt.
The thing that distinguished my father: he
combined the pentatonic scale and the oriental
scale. So he had both of them. They are different.
Sudanese people sing in the five scales and
the rest of the area sings in different scales.
This combination between two scales made my
father who he is. Other than that, his singing
style, his movement on stage, his smile, he’s
always shining with his smile, and all these
tools made him the Saied Khalifa that everyone
knows.
My father wandered all over Africa, and all
over Arabic speaking countries. Everybody
remembers the song ‘El Mambo Sudan,’
everyone knows. I remember a trip he took to
Ethiopia, there was Haile Sailasse, the emperor
at that time. There was a big celebration and he
was sitting there and they announced my father
to come to sing. But they didn’t find him, so
they announced another person, and somebody
else sang. Finally my father showed up. When
they didn’t find him, it’s because he was trying
to translate his songs into Amharic to sing for
them!

Khojali Osman (3rd from R) and friends
in Addis Ababa, 1980s.
(Photo Courtesy of Shihab Khojali Osman)
lot of politicians in Asmara, Addis Ababa, Cairo.
Heavyweights in politics, well known in Sudanese
society, with or against the regime. All of them — he
treated them and approached them as an artist.
His political opinion, he does not talk about it with
other people. It’s private and confidential.
He did not sing political songs, he did not sing for
the country that much. He was hoping, wishing, to
sing for the country. The problem with Khojali Osman
is that he was traveling a lot. A lot of people came
to him with artwork — poems, stuff like that — and
he takes a long time to produce one song. He was
always traveling. His artistic age was not a long one.
Only 30 years.

Even Haile Selassie smiled. And this is a big
thing — because he was known for being a tough
character and he didn’t smile at all. Since that
incident, my father became very famous and
everyone know about him.
Saied Khalifa passed away June 2, 2001. It was
autumn in Sudan. I was in London, studying
there. I heard the news and I came back, it was
a very sad day for me and I will never forget it.
God bless his soul.
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Abdullah Abdulkader
Interview by Vik Sohonie
Interpretation by Ahmed Asyouti
Transcription and translation by Tamador Sheikh
Eldin Gibreel
I am Abdullah Abdulkader Abdel Majid, I was born
in Nile State, in Damar. My basic education was at
Professor Abdullah Tayib school — I studied as an
actor. I was an actor of drama, not a singer. That
time, the play was like 4 acts and the recess was a
monologue, which would be a song.
In 1965, I did my first song. I stayed between
Atbara and Damar until 1968. After that, I moved
to Kassala, and I met a lot of people who are
in the arts business — poets, singers: Ishaq El
Halangi, Kamal Tarbas, Ibrahim Hassan. All are
Kassala-born artists. They all moved to Khartoum,
but I stayed in Kassala till 1973, when Nimeiry
came to Kassala to open a theater on Jan 1,
1973. I performed something, the president was
really happy and he told the Minister of Culture
— Omar Hadj Moussa — he told him that this guy,
this artist should come to Khartoum to become
part of National Troupe of Folk Arts. So I came to
Khartoum August 12, 1973 and I became part of
that group.
After that I moved with my group to the music band
in the military. I continued to sing, I sang for the

poet — Hassan Mohamed El Zibey. Lots of poets of
Kassala, Atabara, Dammer, even from Saudi Arabia,
there was a poet that I sang one of his songs.
During Nimeiry’s era, there was a lot of support
for arts and culture because of the festivals. There
were annual festivals. Every year there was a big
festival for arts. We travelled a lot, we went to
Germany, France, and Spain — almost 40 of us.
The time of Nimeiry was really beautiful — art was
prosperous. We produced art of everyday. And
that didn’t happen ever again. Till now we didn’t
get to do what we did in Nimeiry’s time.

‘Zaman Zamanak (The Time is Yours).’ This song
is a 60-year-old song. It’s older than me, but it’s
still there. But now they say, “You’re going to
get beat.” It’s really, really low. This generation is
lost. There is a talent — I’m not going to say there
is no talent — there is a talent, but the level is
lower. Even the Ministry of Culture is not paying

time was not even the fashion you see now. It
was just black and white.

Interview by Vik Sohonie
Interpretation by Ahmed Asyouti
Transcription and translation by Tamador Sheikh
Eldin Gibreel

So the first song that I did after the year of
mourning was ‘Nawah.’ I stopped for a long time,
and after that, I did not listen to this for one year.

After that, I started to become more active, my
reputation widened up. I became more mature.
I finished sixth grade. I started to listen to
Osman Hussein. At that time, they were very
traditional, and everything is the old traditions.
After your father died, you have to stay home
for a year not wearing glamorous clothing. You
don’t put on any perfume. You don’t watch TV.
Just the mourning time is longer, so for a
year I hadn’t seen anything. Even TV at that
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I am not affected by what was happening under
Turabi. They did not stop the songs, they didn’t
say ‘don’t sing.’ They just didn’t want those kind
of descriptive meanings. For example, one song,
it is written by Said Abdel Aziz and he is one of
those brilliant, brilliant poets. The singer was
Mohamed Ahmed Saroor. He is the ‘dean of the
arts’ in Sudan. This song has a descriptive lyrics.
Lyrics like “Is it is a mirror or your cheek?” and
“Pomegranate or your breast?”

After that, it’s not the same — not the arts, not
the sport. Because everything is connected to
the economy in the country. So if the economy is
down, everything is down too. I’m still here, still
singing. The singers, the art, the talent, we took it
from giants. People like Bade Mohamed Al Tayib,
Al Khalawi, Mohamed Award — those are really
great singers in their time, and they were there
during Nimeiry’s time. We took the lead from
them. Now look at the generation that’s coming
after us. It’s very unfortunate, it’s a sorrow. They
sing something like “you’re going to get beat” —
very low level of singing.

Samira Dunia
I started my artistic journey at a young age. I was
in elementary school, but I was always dropping
out of school, not coming, and I actually started
in small occasions in the neighborhood and I
always took my friends with me. The first party
that I did, I got 5 Sudanese pounds. My mother
did not like that. She did not like principally that
I sing and get money for it. So my father, God
bless his soul, he was sick, bed bound, and my
mother told me not do that. I told her ‘mom, this
is money.’ She said they were just being nice to
me, so don’t worry about it, go back to school.

attention to them. They are not giving them any
consideration or support.

Among my siblings, I am number three. And you
know that boys don’t care about their mom that
much, they want to travel, they want to get jobs. I
said to myself that I have to go to work, and that
time you had to have a guardian if you wanted to
do anything. So if you wanted to work, you had to
have a guardian. If you wanted to travel, you had
to have a guardian. So I wanted to go to Egypt,
and I remember Ustaz Hassan — if he’s alive, God
give him health and wealth — and if he died, God
bless his soul. I don’t know where he is now. So I
told him that I want you to be my guardian. And
he said, “This is my daughter, listen to her voice.”
I thank them very much. And after that, I met
with the person who is my ‘real father’ — (famous
singer) Osman Hussein. I asked him permission
to sing my songs, to guide me.
Wow, I started in 1986, I told you that I was in
elementary school. And that was after my father
passed away. I started singing ‘women’s songs’
or ‘girl’s songs’ — we didn’t have music, we had
only drums. They do the percussion, folk songs.

National Radio. They just erased a lot of good stuff.
We still sang. Even the days of the curfew, we
sang at 5 o’clock in the afternoon. Children
would be coming back from school and we’d be
singing. The act of singing did not stop, but they
Islamized the song. They take everything that was
descriptive of the woman’s body.
‘Zaman Zamanak’: ‘It is your time, it is your era.’ The
poet is talking about his beautiful lady, written in the
1940s. A woman was not part of society at all. She’s
not in the university. She’s not in transportation.
Even in the parties, like a wedding, she sat facing the
wall. When the sister of the groom wanted to dance,
the singer would be sitting there and there was no
loud system. When she wants to dance, he comes
and sings to her.
“You are a special person in your generation, you
are unique. My heart is not secured, so please
do not leave me. Your integration and your
completeness honored the city of Omdurman.
Your beauty is fabulous.”

So they just banned these lyrics that had descriptive
lyrics about women. There’s another lyric that goes
“When your breast is shaking we go crazy.” So they
just didn’t want people to look at a woman’s body
like that. This is the same reason they erased and
deleted stuff from TV, the National TV, and from the
The idea of women in music was very new. Hanan
Al Neel, Amal Al Noor, Al Balabil, God give them
health, that was their idea. It was Hanan Al Neel’s
idea. At that time, there was a lot of women in
their field, singing, it was a very high level, a
very prestigious level of singing. After that, came
Hanan Bulu Bulu. She brought upbeat songs
— the songs that people dance with. After that,
a lot of girls came to enter this field. So I would
say our songs in the beginning were songs for
people to listen to, but Hanan Bulu Bulu brought
the songs for dancing.
It always starts from the family. It’s always a
principle in the family. Always the father doesn’t
like it, always the mother doesn’t like it. In the
beginning they were not happy, at the end of
the day they approved it. That time, for me, there
were no problems with the censorship issues for
literary works, artistic censorship, there was no
problem like that. Nobody would oppose you,
because you take permission politely, but right
now there’s a lot of courts and suits and trials,
people sue each other. Because the law right now
is controlling everything. And it’s not bad, it’s a
good thing, everyone knows their rights.
In the 90s, singing became more disciplined,
I entered the orchestra and the modern way —
there is a poet/songwriter, rights for the author,

This is a man who is talking about his lady. She’s
unique. She’s special. Nobody can beat her in
her beauty. There is a part where she said, ‘If you
need to kill me, I will be in your knight, your hero.
If you want to be kind to me, you’ll be doing me
a favor.” The lyrics were Abdel Rahman Al Rayeh.
He was brilliant. He was different. He wrote the
song. He plays oud. He wrote the melody. He
gave us the song just ready to sing. That was
Abdel Rahman Al Rayeh.

for the performer, for the composer, and so forth.
Everything become clear to me, and I knew what
I wanted, and what my audience want from me.
The first time I sang this song, I sang it in
occasions, but it was an introduction, a prologue
for another song. When I went to Egypt, there
was no censorship or anything. I went to the
studio, I wanted to record my songs and produce
an album. The album is six songs. It brought
me a lot of money, and every songwriter, every
poet, everybody got what their need. The only
person who had a complaint was Al Taj
Mustafa and we went to court. He
said he had composed
one of the songs,
but the song was
composed by
Abdel Rahman
Al Rayeh, who
use to give
the artists
the whole
song ready
to sing it.

Emad Youssef

reason behind the deterioration in the arts and
music scenes.

Interview by Vik Sohonie
Interpretation by Ahmed Asyouti
Transcription and translation by Elmigdad Gibreel

The post-adolescence phase of our lives
was fraught with a great deal of emotional
challenges in our romantic relationships.
When you add your own passions as an artist
to the mix, you are faced with a roller coaster of
emotional experiences in your relationships, as I
know many artists who had their lives impacted
to great extents. Everybody knows the suffering
experience that croon Tayeb Abdalla went
through and how it was the main theme of his
passions in music. I related to him very strongly
and started my musical life by presenting his
songs; tunes of love, pain, and breakups. I had
my own relationship disappointment; she left
the country and got married after we broke
up. And thank God for the bliss of talent that
enables an artist to vent such emotions and
release the heavy burden from your chest.

In the 1980’s, I was a student in the high school
and, as I recall, we were invited to participate
in a radio music talent show hosted by Khalil
al-Shareef. I had the opportunity during the
show to perform one of the guest singer,
Ibrahim Hussein’s songs. Ali Mirghani, who
was a revered lead musician in the Sudan
Broadcasting Orchestra participating in the
music show, immediately approached me and
encouraged me to join the Music and Arts
Academy at the Youth & Children Palace.
By joining the music program as a student, I felt
the many benefits and was mentored by Ustaz
Amigo and Ustaz Mohammed Adjadj. As soon
as I graduated from the Youth Palace program,
I joined the Rabie’ Youth Center, followed by
Omdurman Youth Center. Now I am a member
of the Sudanese Musicians’ Union.
Frankly, I consider myself to be very fortunate.
When I started my singing journey, I used to
sing Tayeb Abdalla’s songs. And the first poet I
met happened to be Taj as-Sir Abbas who used
to write for Tayeb Abdalla. He advised me to
compose my own tunes instead of rehashing
other artists’ songs. Not only that, he also
offered me a whole volume of his poetry. So,
the first album song I composed was titled
Which Heart? by Taj as-Sir Abbas. Furthermore,
he introduced me to the famous singer, the
late Khalil Ismael who, in turn, got me to the
music committee at the national broadcaster
and had my vocal talent approved in 1995.
That committee comprised of musical giants
of the time, like Bura’ie Mohammed Dafa’alla,
Ali Mekki, al-Agib Mohammed Hassan, Tayeb
Khalifa, and others.
I think one of the reasons behind the good
quality and high standards of the musical
production at the time is that there used to be
a process of vetting by professional committees
at the national broadcaster in Omdurman, one
committee approved of the poems, another
approved the tune composition, while a third
approved the vocal talents of singers. Those
three phases or process elements are completely
absent today and anyone can come up with
a song from home and upload it to the new
media unhinged. Also, the real competition
in creativity was lost due to the disappearance
of those committees’ diligence in the quality
assurance. And that, in my opinion, is the main

frequently participated in such recordings with
the broadcasting orchestra. It was very exciting
for me just watching those musical rehearsals.
But all that came to an end as the ‘salvation’
regime took over; recording songs was not
allowed, the radio orchestra was disbanded, and
the vetting committees were dissolved. There
was a vacuum in producing any music on a
national level in Sudan. Before that, I had the
honor of recording 16 songs that were formally
added to the national broadcaster library.
Nowadays, musicians rely on the public market
by presenting their songs directly to their
audiences in private parties and social events.
It’s unfortunate that artists have to sell to the
taste of popularity so that they can make a living.
I used to be very keen to produce high quality

songs that can be recorded at the national
broadcaster and added to their library.
I think the artist must have a purpose and
should be the force behind raising the standards
of music appreciation, not the other way around.
That is why I do not go out to sing in social
events and parties seeking popularity. Instead,
I continue to compose responsible music and
write songs and tunes, while I perform every
now and then in music festivals or public
concerts.
I really appreciate you coming all the way to talk
to me about my music. It’s been a great honor
and a pleasure. It is a real solace that someone
is caring and appreciating the artists in Sudan
and their work.

I wrote:
Shed the tears, my eyes,
Cry farewell to my sweetheart who left me
behind,
Shed your tears for the soul mate
Who was a lifeline for me
Cry farewell cause I couldn’t tell
If the loved one is always exposed
I could’ve left my happiness
And contended with the heartbreak
Where can I find the hope
That makes my dreams come true?
Dreams of happiness and a universe of love
I tell the world, behold and see
How love is a kismet
If destinies were to reunite longing hearts
Pain would not once open doors
Happiness inundated us with blame
The universe will sing for us
As loved ones shower us with best wishes
If you’ve noticed, I start this tune with a guitar
solo with simple Q&A melodies. Because I
always write the score for my own songs – and
I do that because other composers cannot work
up the level of passions I am seeking to express.
They handle the job more as an academic task.
I have studied music myself, but I believe your
audience would rather respond and interact with
genuine passions and senses more than to a
manufactured melody.
This is a very important question and it shows
the truth about the decline of the music
industry in Sudan. Since the start of the current
‘salvation’ regime, recordings of new songs at
the national broadcaster were discontinued
completely. At the time, I was very engaged and
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Note On Sudanese Copyright
Law & Hierarchy Of Rights
As told by Nader Awad, an entertainment lawyer in Khartoum who
represents Abdulwahab Wardi and Samira Dunia.
Transcription and translation by Elmigdad Gibreel

Sudan is considered one of the first countries in
the region to lend attention to intellectual property
laws, whereas the first designated law on copyrights
was enacted in 1974. Before that, disputes in the
intellectual property area were litigated according
to the Sudanese Civil Law of 1929. The Intellectual
Property Law of 1974 was amended in 1996 and,
again, in 2003.
One of the significant features of this law lies in the
fact that, we in Sudan enjoy a conjunction of diverse
cultures that can cause intersecting disputes only
to be resolved through some sort of arbitration, be
it through settlements or in a court of law. Hence,
it was compelling to legislate the appropriate laws
that can protect the rights of authors and artists.
The second law is known as the Protection of
Author’s Right and Adjacent Rights Law. This law is
primarily about regulating the art of singing and
music. The “Author” is defined by the law as the
author of the words (poet) and the composer of
the tune (song,) who have the fundamental rights.
Adjacent rights, according to the law, are meant to
preserve the rights of vocal performers.

This compilation celebrates the music of
Khartoum and we fully acknowledge the
problematic nature of highlighting the
central culture which has in many ways
denied gifted proponents from across
what was once Africa’s largest country,
immeasurably diverse, their due rewards
and recognition. The music of Sudan is
endless, as detailed in these liner notes,
and the music of Khartoum is merely

Note On Master
Audio Sources
The wounds felt by Sudan’s political
volatility are also evident in audio
recordings. The era of Sharia Law and
hardline religious governments have
severely lessened the availability
of clean master sources in the
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The most important update to our law is the
inclusion of an article that addressed what is called
collective management of intellectual property
rights, which is a cluster of offices that represent
authors and protect their property rights when
violated by other parties so that artists and authors
can focus their talents on their creative work.
Another article in the law addresses the formation
of Settlement Committees, which are bodies of
specialized experts nominated by the Federal
Council on the Arts and Letters Labels. These
committees arbitrate petitions filed by parties that
do not wish to go to court and their rulings are
final and binding, in accordance with the Sudanese
General Arbitration Law of 2010.

The biggest dilemma that faced all concerned
was the issue of “folklore” to the extent that the
legislator designated a full section in the law to
address. It stipulates that the State shall assume the
role of the author in protecting folklore materials.

is originating from one of the member countries to
the agreement; if the individuals or groups practicing
or creating the work are nationals of a given member
country; and if the work or material has never been
published before.

The problem that is known all over the world is
actually the legal definition of the term “folklore.”
What does folklore mean? The Encyclopedia
Britannica has come up with what might be the
closest definition of the concept by taking the
initials of certain terms such as Funny, Legend, Kingly,
Law, Originality, Region, and Environment to create
the abbreviation that perhaps resembles the closest
definition of folklore, along with the Bern Agreement.

The Sudanese law, on the other hand, stipulates that
artistic works created by an author who deceased
shall be labeled as folklore 50 years after the author’s
death, thus allows the fair use of such material as
a public property in accordance with the law and
adherence to regulations that were put forth by the
Federal Council on the Arts and Letters Labels.

The Bern Agreement was convened in 1886 in Bern,
Switzerland, by member countries to protect the
rights of intellectual properties. The amendment of
the agreement in Stockholm in 1968 determined
three conditions that would render any intellectual
work as folklore: if the work or activity

This was a general historic overview on the laws
of intellectual property in the world and Sudan’s
standing in terms of its own laws and regulations.

This law, furthermore, includes an article on
Mandatory Waiver, which obligates an author who
stubbornly refuses any use of his/her works - not
even for the common good - and ensures their
appropriate material compensation in return for
the use of their copyrights.

one chapter. By compiling this album,
Ostinato Records does not seek to elevate
or marginalize different expressions of
Sudan’s sound, but rather to focus the
world’s gaze on an important story in
human cultural history as experienced in
the capital. The music of Nubia, Kordofan,
Darfur, and South Sudan, amongst so
many others, deserves equal recognition
and we hope to continue our work in
Sudan and call on all enterprising music
lovers and cultural preservationists to
invest in the more marginalized music
cultures of Sudan.

country. The management and security
for the National Radio and its archive
of master reels is today outsourced to
national security services — the equivalent
of having the CIA guard the doors of the
Smithsonian Museum in Washington,
D.C. It is entirely off limits. As a result,
we dug deep to source recordings we
believed best told the full panoramic

story of Khartoum — the highs, lows, and
attempts at revival — between the 1970s
and the late 1990s. We journeyed to
mainly neighboring countries — Ethiopia,
Djibouti, Somaliland, and Egypt — where
stock and collections are more readily
available. Apart from two songs, we used
primarily cassette tapes for two reasons.
The first is because cassettes are a far

greater staple of Sudanese people than
vinyl, and secondly because cassette tapes
contain a more eclectic repertoire than
vinyl records, which captured only one
analog style as they were only producing
during until the late ‘70s. This compilation
has been remastered without losing the
original ambiance of Khartoum’s sound.

© Janto Djassi / Picture Me Different

Note On The Music Of
Khartoum & The Music
Of Sudan

Also, the second amendment to the law came as an
update to keep up with the standards adopted by
countries that have pioneered and were ahead of us in
the field of intellectual property laws, such as England.
In fact, the first law ever on intellectual property was
enacted in England in 1730 and was known as Queen
Anne’s Law. We can see the difference between the year
1730 and our law in 1974.

Artist/Production Credits & Licensing
Sudanese copyright law requires approval from the vocal performer, poet, and composer to license a song
for commercial use. After exhaustive due diligence, we acquired permission from all three in instances
where roles differed. In instances which composers and/or poets had passed, licensing was acquired from
the vocal performer only. Licensing advances were transferred to poets and composers via licensors with
royalties divided equally amongst all performers. Sudanese copyright law also makes compositions public
domain — free for commercial and non-commercial use — after 50 years from the creation date.
Recording Years: 1970 - 1997

1. Al Bareedo Ana (The One I Love). Performed, written, and composed by Emad Eldin Youssef. Licensing
courtesy of Emad Eldin Youssef. Recorded in 1975 in Khartoum.
2. Ma Kunta Aarif Yarait (I Wish I Had Known). Performed by Abdel El Aziz Al Mubarak. Composed by Zaidan
Ibrahim. Written by the late Mohamed Jaafer Osman. Licensing courtesy of Abdel Aziz Al Mubarak. Recorded in
1974 in Khartoum.
3. Min Ozzalna Seebak Seeb (Forget Those That Divide Us). Performed by Kamal Ibrahim Suliman Ahmed
(Kamal Tarbas). Composed and written by Awad Gibreel. Licensing courtesy of Kamal Ibrahim Suliman Ahmed
(Kamal Tarbas) and Awad Gibreel. Recorded in 1992 in Khartoum.
4. Arraid Arraid Ya Ahal (Love, Love Family). Performed and composed Madjzoub Ounsa. Written by Hussain
Ounsa. Licensing courtesy of Madjzoub and Hussain Ounsa. Recorded in the 1990s in Khartoum.
5. Malo Law Safeetna Inta (What If You Resolve What’s Between Us?). Performed by Khojali Osman. Written
and composed by Taj Abass. Licensing courtesy of of Khojali Osman’s son, Shihab Khojali Osman and Taj Abass.
Recorded in 1978 in Omdurman.
6. Ma Hammak Azabna (You Don’t Care About My Suffering). Performed and composed by Zaidan
Ibrahim. Written by the late Yousif Mohamed Yousif Jadallah. Licensing courtesy of best friend and estate
representative, Tijani Moussa. Recorded live in the 1980s in Khartoum.
7. Igd Allooli (The Pearl Necklace). Performed, written, and composed by Saied Khalifa. Licensing courtesy of
Saied Khalifa’s son, Montasir Saied Khalifa. Recorded in 1970 in Khartoum.
8. Ma Aarfeen Nagool Shino! (We Don’t Know What to Say!). Performed, written, and composed by Taj Makki.
Licensing courtesy of Taj Makki. Recorded in 1970 in Khartoum.
9. Alamy Wa Shagiya (My Pain and Suffering). Performed and composed by Hanan Abdallah Abdel Karim
(Hanan Bulu Bulu). Written by Awad Gibreel. Licensing courtesy of Hanan Abdallah Abdel Karim (Hanan Bulu
Bulu) and Awad Gibreel. Recorded live in 1986 in Khartoum.
10. Droob A Shoag (Paths to Love). Performed by Abdelmoniem Ekhaldi. Written by Bashir Abdelaal. Composed
by Sulaiman Abu Dawood. Licensing courtesy of Abdelmoniem Ekhaldi, Bashir Abdelaal, and Sulaiman Abu
Dawood. Recorded in 1995 in Cairo.
11. Galbi La Tahwa Tani (My Heart, Don’t Fall in Love Again). Performed Fatima Mohamed Ibrahim Abdelgadir
(Samira Dunia). Written and composed by Aisha Al Tahir Badr. Licensing courtesy of Fatima Mohamed Ibrahim
Abdelgadir (Samira Dunia) and Aisha Al Tahir Badr. Recorded in 1997 in Cairo.
12. Al Sourah (The Photo). Performed and composed by Mohammed Wardi. Written by Ishaq El Halangi.
Licensing courtesy of Mohammed Wardi’s son, Abdulwahab Wardi, on behalf of the Wardi family, and Ishaq El
Halangi. Recorded in 1970 at the National Radio in Khartoum.
13. Al Zaman Zamanak (It’s Your Time). Performed by Abdullah Abdelgadir Al Beyo (Abdullah Abdelkader).
Written and composed by Abdel Rahman Al Rayeh. Licensing courtesy of Abdullah Abdelgadir Al Beyo (Abdullah
Abdelkader). This composition is older than 50 years and is public domain. Recorded in 1976 in Khartoum.
14. Al Wilaid Al Daif (The Youth Who Came as a Guest). Performed by Mustafa Modawi Ahmed. Synthesizer
by Ibrahim El Hassan. Written by Mustafa Modawi. Composed by an unknown woman from Ailfoon village.
Licensing courtesy of Mustafa Modawi Ahmed and Ibrahim El Hassan. Recorded in 1996 in Khartoum.
15. Elhabeeb Wain? (Where is My Sweetheart?). Performer unknown. Composed by Ibrahim El Kashif. This
composition is older than 50 years and is public domain. Recorded in the 1980s in Cairo.
16. Al Mursal (The Messenger). Performed and composed Mohammed Wardi. Written by Naji Abugatati.
Licensing courtesy of Mohammed Wardi’s son, Abdulwahab Wardi, on behalf of the Wardi family, and Naji
Abugatati. Originally recorded in 1974 in Khartoum; compilation version recorded in 1997 in Cairo.
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Zaidan Ibrahim performing live in Khartoum in the early 1980s
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